
The pictures may differ in color from the original product.

TITAN
◊ Natural stone look (Satin)

◊ Dimensionally stable and water resistant

◊ Quiet, warm under foot and antibacterial

◊ Only 7,5 mm mounting height

◊ Top layer 2,0/0,55 mm

◊ L 812,8 x W 406,4 mm

◊ Carton content 6 planks = 1,982 m2

◊ Phthalate free and 100% recyclable

◊ Patented Droplock 100 connection

◊ Low emissions (certified A +)

◊ Slip resistance R10

◊ Integrated underlay mat

◊ Walk and sound reduction up to 18 db

◊ Utilization class 33

Note before laying:

- Amount needed + 10% of the area

- Clean underlay, hard, flat, stable and strong

- Uneven surface = max 3 mm per 1,2 m

- Acclimatize the planks horizontally in the room
 for at least 48h!

- Important: room temperature = soil temperature 
 = use temperature 13 ° C to 32 ° C

Points to note about the configuration:

- On linoleum, wood-based flooring: 0,2 mm PE
 Films building for decoupling mandatory!

- The planks must be properly clicked in!

- Provide expansion joints to walls and fixed
 objects of minimum 6 mm

- Maximum field size 10 x 10 m

- Do NOT use an additional underlay mat

LARGE
Vinyl-Designboden

 Decor No. Facido No. Description EAN Pack/Pallet

 I40213 106202702 SLY Large, Titan, 7,5 mm 7640165921883 30



The pictures may differ in color from the original product.

GOLDEN ROST
◊ Natural stone look (Satin)

◊ Dimensionally stable and water resistant

◊ Quiet, warm under foot and antibacterial

◊ Only 7,5 mm mounting height

◊ Top layer 2,0/0,55 mm

◊ L 812,8 x W 406,4 mm

◊ Carton content 6 planks = 1,982 m2

◊ Phthalate free and 100% recyclable

◊ Patented Droplock 100 connection

◊ Low emissions (certified A +)

◊ Slip resistance R10

◊ Integrated underlay mat

◊ Walk and sound reduction up to 18 db

◊ Utilization class 33

Note before laying:

- Amount needed + 10% of the area

- Clean underlay, hard, flat, stable and strong

- Uneven surface = max 3 mm per 1,2 m

- Acclimatize the planks horizontally in the room
 for at least 48h!

- Important: room temperature = soil temperature 
 = use temperature 13 ° C to 32 ° C

Points to note about the configuration:

- On linoleum, wood-based flooring: 0,2 mm PE
 Films building for decoupling mandatory!

- The planks must be properly clicked in!

- Provide expansion joints to walls and fixed
 objects of minimum 6 mm

- Maximum field size 10 x 10 m

- Do NOT use an additional underlay mat

LARGE
Vinyl-Designboden

 Decor No. Facido No. Description EAN Pack/Pallet

 I40211 106202704 SLY Large, Golden Rost, 7,5 mm 7640165921890 30



The pictures may differ in color from the original product.

LAVA
◊ Natural stone look (Honed)

◊ Dimensionally stable and water resistant

◊ Quiet, warm under foot and antibacterial

◊ Only 7,5 mm mounting height

◊ Top layer 2,0/0,55 mm

◊ L 812,8 x W 406,4 mm

◊ Carton content 6 planks = 1,982 m2

◊ Phthalate free and 100% recyclable

◊ Patented Droplock 100 connection

◊ Low emissions (certified A +)

◊ Slip resistance R10

◊ Integrated underlay mat

◊ Walk and sound reduction up to 18 db

◊ Utilization class 33

Note before laying:

- Amount needed + 10% of the area

- Clean underlay, hard, flat, stable and strong

- Uneven surface = max 3 mm per 1,2 m

- Acclimatize the planks horizontally in the room
 for at least 48h!

- Important: room temperature = soil temperature 
 = use temperature 13 ° C to 32 ° C

Points to note about the configuration:

- On linoleum, wood-based flooring: 0,2 mm PE
 Films building for decoupling mandatory!

- The planks must be properly clicked in!

- Provide expansion joints to walls and fixed
 objects of minimum 6 mm

- Maximum field size 10 x 10 m

- Do NOT use an additional underlay mat

LARGE
Vinyl-Designboden

 Decor No. Facido No. Description EAN Pack/Pallet

 I442109 106202706 SLY Large, Lava, 7,5 mm 7640165921906 30



The pictures may differ in color from the original product.

BRAVA
◊ Natural stone look (Honed)

◊ Dimensionally stable and water resistant

◊ Quiet, warm under foot and antibacterial

◊ Only 7,5 mm mounting height

◊ Top layer 2,0/0,55 mm

◊ L 812,8 x W 406,4 mm

◊ Carton content 6 planks = 1,982 m2

◊ Phthalate free and 100% recyclable

◊ Patented Droplock 100 connection

◊ Low emissions (certified A +)

◊ Slip resistance R10

◊ Integrated underlay mat

◊ Walk and sound reduction up to 18 db

◊ Utilization class 33

Note before laying:

- Amount needed + 10% of the area

- Clean underlay, hard, flat, stable and strong

- Uneven surface = max 3 mm per 1,2 m

- Acclimatize the planks horizontally in the room
 for at least 48h!

- Important: room temperature = soil temperature 
 = use temperature 13 ° C to 32 ° C

Points to note about the configuration:

- On linoleum, wood-based flooring: 0,2 mm PE
 Films building for decoupling mandatory!

- The planks must be properly clicked in!

- Provide expansion joints to walls and fixed
 objects of minimum 6 mm

- Maximum field size 10 x 10 m

- Do NOT use an additional underlay mat

LARGE
Vinyl-Designboden

 Decor No. Facido No. Description EAN Pack/Pallet

 I442107 106202708 SLY Large, Brava, 7,5 mm 7640165921913 30



The pictures may differ in color from the original product.

AZURRE
◊ Natural stone look (Honed)

◊ Dimensionally stable and water resistant

◊ Quiet, warm under foot and antibacterial

◊ Only 7,5 mm mounting height

◊ Top layer 2,0/0,55 mm

◊ L 812,8 x W 406,4 mm

◊ Carton content 6 planks = 1,982 m2

◊ Phthalate free and 100% recyclable

◊ Patented Droplock 100 connection

◊ Low emissions (certified A +)

◊ Slip resistance R10

◊ Integrated underlay mat

◊ Walk and sound reduction up to 18 db

◊ Utilization class 33

Note before laying:

- Amount needed + 10% of the area

- Clean underlay, hard, flat, stable and strong

- Uneven surface = max 3 mm per 1,2 m

- Acclimatize the planks horizontally in the room
 for at least 48h!

- Important: room temperature = soil temperature 
 = use temperature 13 ° C to 32 ° C

Points to note about the configuration:

- On linoleum, wood-based flooring: 0,2 mm PE
 Films building for decoupling mandatory!

- The planks must be properly clicked in!

- Provide expansion joints to walls and fixed
 objects of minimum 6 mm

- Maximum field size 10 x 10 m

- Do NOT use an additional underlay mat

LARGE
Vinyl-Designboden

 Decor No. Facido No. Description EAN Pack/Pallet

 I442102 106202710 SLY Large, Azurre, 7,5 mm 7640165921968 30



The pictures may differ in color from the original product.

MIDI
◊ Natural stone look (Honed)

◊ Dimensionally stable and water resistant

◊ Quiet, warm under foot and antibacterial

◊ Only 7,5 mm mounting height

◊ Top layer 2,0/0,55 mm

◊ L 812,8 x W 406,4 mm

◊ Carton content 6 planks = 1,982 m2

◊ Phthalate free and 100% recyclable

◊ Patented Droplock 100 connection

◊ Low emissions (certified A +)

◊ Slip resistance R10

◊ Integrated underlay mat

◊ Walk and sound reduction up to 18 db

◊ Utilization class 33

Note before laying:

- Amount needed + 10% of the area

- Clean underlay, hard, flat, stable and strong

- Uneven surface = max 3 mm per 1,2 m

- Acclimatize the planks horizontally in the room
 for at least 48h!

- Important: room temperature = soil temperature 
 = use temperature 13 ° C to 32 ° C

Points to note about the configuration:

- On linoleum, wood-based flooring: 0,2 mm PE
 Films building for decoupling mandatory!

- The planks must be properly clicked in!

- Provide expansion joints to walls and fixed
 objects of minimum 6 mm

- Maximum field size 10 x 10 m

- Do NOT use an additional underlay mat

LARGE
Vinyl-Designboden

 Decor No. Facido No. Description EAN Pack/Pallet

 I442101 106202712 SLY Large, Midi, 7,5 mm 7640165921975 30



The pictures may differ in color

from the original product.

GOTHAM OAK
◊ Natural wood look (IRE)

◊ Dimensionally stable and water resistant

◊ Quiet, warm under foot and antibacterial

◊ Only 7,5 mm mounting height

◊ Top layer 2,0/0,55 mm

◊ L 1510 x W 220 mm

◊ Carton content 7 planks = 2,325 m2

◊ Phthalate free and 100% recyclable

◊ Patented Droplock 100 connection

◊ Low emissions (certified A +)

◊ Slip resistance R10

◊ Integrated underlay mat

◊ Walk and sound reduction up to 18 db

◊ Utilization class 33

Note before laying:

- Amount needed + 10% of the area

- Clean underlay, hard, flat, stable and strong

- Uneven surface = max 3 mm per 1,2 m

- Acclimatize the planks horizontally in the room
 for at least 48h!

- Important: room temperature = soil temperature 
 = use temperature 13 ° C to 32 ° C

Points to note about the configuration:

- On linoleum, wood-based flooring: 0,2 mm PE
 Films building for decoupling mandatory!

- The planks must be properly clicked in!

- Provide expansion joints to walls and fixed
 objects of minimum 6 mm

- Maximum field size 10 x 10 m

- Do NOT use an additional underlay mat

X-LARGE
Vinyl-Designboden

 Decor No. Facido No. Description EAN Pack/Pallet

 I107511 106202502 SLY X-Large, Gotham Oak, 7,5 mm 7640165921814 39



The pictures may differ in color

from the original product.

EDINBURGH OAK
◊ Natural wood look (IRE)

◊ Dimensionally stable and water resistant

◊ Quiet, warm under foot and antibacterial

◊ Only 7,5 mm mounting height

◊ Top layer 2,0/0,55 mm

◊ L 1510 x W 220 mm

◊ Carton content 7 planks = 2,325 m2

◊ Phthalate free and 100% recyclable

◊ Patented Droplock 100 connection

◊ Low emissions (certified A +)

◊ Slip resistance R10

◊ Integrated underlay mat

◊ Walk and sound reduction up to 18 db

◊ Utilization class 33

Note before laying:

- Amount needed + 10% of the area

- Clean underlay, hard, flat, stable and strong

- Uneven surface = max 3 mm per 1,2 m

- Acclimatize the planks horizontally in the room
 for at least 48h!

- Important: room temperature = soil temperature 
 = use temperature 13 ° C to 32 ° C

Points to note about the configuration:

- On linoleum, wood-based flooring: 0,2 mm PE
 Films building for decoupling mandatory!

- The planks must be properly clicked in!

- Provide expansion joints to walls and fixed
 objects of minimum 6 mm

- Maximum field size 10 x 10 m

- Do NOT use an additional underlay mat

X-LARGE
Vinyl-Designboden

 Decor No. Facido No. Description EAN Pack/Pallet

 I107515 106202504 SLY X-Large, Edinburgh Oak, 7,5 mm 7640165921869 39



The pictures may differ in color

from the original product.

BUCKINGHAM OAK
◊ Natural wood look (Barnside)

◊ Dimensionally stable and water resistant

◊ Quiet, warm under foot and antibacterial

◊ Only 7,5 mm mounting height

◊ Top layer 2,0/0,55 mm

◊ L 1510 x W 220 mm

◊ Carton content 7 planks = 2,325 m2

◊ Phthalate free and 100% recyclable

◊ Patented Droplock 100 connection

◊ Low emissions (certified A +)

◊ Slip resistance R9

◊ Integrated underlay mat

◊ Walk and sound reduction up to 18 db

◊ Utilization class 33

Note before laying:

- Amount needed + 10% of the area

- Clean underlay, hard, flat, stable and strong

- Uneven surface = max 3 mm per 1,2 m

- Acclimatize the planks horizontally in the room
 for at least 48h!

- Important: room temperature = soil temperature 
 = use temperature 13 ° C to 32 ° C

Points to note about the configuration:

- On linoleum, wood-based flooring: 0,2 mm PE
 Films building for decoupling mandatory!

- The planks must be properly clicked in!

- Provide expansion joints to walls and fixed
 objects of minimum 6 mm

- Maximum field size 10 x 10 m

- Do NOT use an additional underlay mat

X-LARGE
Vinyl-Designboden

 Decor No. Facido No. Description EAN Pack/Pallet

 I7415-2 106202506 SLY X-Large, Buckingham Oak, 7,5 mm 7640165921852 39



The pictures may differ in color

from the original product.

ABERDEEN OAK
◊ Natural wood look (IRE)

◊ Dimensionally stable and water resistant

◊ Quiet, warm under foot and antibacterial

◊ Only 7,5 mm mounting height

◊ Top layer 2,0/0,55 mm

◊ L 1510 x W 220 mm

◊ Carton content 7 planks = 2,325 m2

◊ Phthalate free and 100% recyclable

◊ Patented Droplock 100 connection

◊ Low emissions (certified A +)

◊ Slip resistance R10

◊ Integrated underlay mat

◊ Walk and sound reduction up to 18 db

◊ Utilization class 33

Note before laying:

- Amount needed + 10% of the area

- Clean underlay, hard, flat, stable and strong

- Uneven surface = max 3 mm per 1,2 m

- Acclimatize the planks horizontally in the room
 for at least 48h!

- Important: room temperature = soil temperature 
 = use temperature 13 ° C to 32 ° C

Points to note about the configuration:

- On linoleum, wood-based flooring: 0,2 mm PE
 Films building for decoupling mandatory!

- The planks must be properly clicked in!

- Provide expansion joints to walls and fixed
 objects of minimum 6 mm

- Maximum field size 10 x 10 m

- Do NOT use an additional underlay mat

X-LARGE
Vinyl-Designboden

 Decor No. Facido No. Description EAN Pack/Pallet

 I107502 106202508 SLY X-Large, Aberdeen Oak, 7,5 mm 7640165921838 39



The pictures may differ in color

from the original product.

CHELSEA OAK
◊ Natural wood look (Barnside)

◊ Dimensionally stable and water resistant

◊ Quiet, warm under foot and antibacterial

◊ Only 7,5 mm mounting height

◊ Top layer 2,0/0,55 mm

◊ L 1510 x W 220 mm

◊ Carton content 7 planks = 2,325 m2

◊ Phthalate free and 100% recyclable

◊ Patented Droplock 100 connection

◊ Low emissions (certified A +)

◊ Slip resistance R9

◊ Integrated underlay mat

◊ Walk and sound reduction up to 18 db

◊ Utilization class 33

Note before laying:

- Amount needed + 10% of the area

- Clean underlay, hard, flat, stable and strong

- Uneven surface = max 3 mm per 1,2 m

- Acclimatize the planks horizontally in the room
 for at least 48h!

- Important: room temperature = soil temperature 
 = use temperature 13 ° C to 32 ° C

Points to note about the configuration:

- On linoleum, wood-based flooring: 0,2 mm PE
 Films building for decoupling mandatory!

- The planks must be properly clicked in!

- Provide expansion joints to walls and fixed
 objects of minimum 6 mm

- Maximum field size 10 x 10 m

- Do NOT use an additional underlay mat

X-LARGE
Vinyl-Designboden

 Decor No. Facido No. Description EAN Pack/Pallet

 I275115 106202510 SLY X-Large, Chelsea Oak, 7,5 mm 7640165921821 39



The pictures may differ in color

from the original product.

BRISTOL OAK
◊ Natural wood look (Barnside)

◊ Dimensionally stable and water resistant

◊ Quiet, warm under foot and antibacterial

◊ Only 7,5 mm mounting height

◊ Top layer 2,0/0,55 mm

◊ L 1510 x W 220 mm

◊ Carton content 7 planks = 2,325 m2

◊ Phthalate free and 100% recyclable

◊ Patented Droplock 100 connection

◊ Low emissions (certified A +)

◊ Slip resistance R9

◊ Integrated underlay mat

◊ Walk and sound reduction up to 18 db

◊ Utilization class 33

Note before laying:

- Amount needed + 10% of the area

- Clean underlay, hard, flat, stable and strong

- Uneven surface = max 3 mm per 1,2 m

- Acclimatize the planks horizontally in the room
 for at least 48h!

- Important: room temperature = soil temperature 
 = use temperature 13 ° C to 32 ° C

Points to note about the configuration:

- On linoleum, wood-based flooring: 0,2 mm PE
 Films building for decoupling mandatory!

- The planks must be properly clicked in!

- Provide expansion joints to walls and fixed
 objects of minimum 6 mm

- Maximum field size 10 x 10 m

- Do NOT use an additional underlay mat

X-LARGE
Vinyl-Designboden

 Decor No. Facido No. Description EAN Pack/Pallet

 I032910 106202512 SLY X-Large, Bristol Oak, 7,5 mm 7640165921807 39



The pictures may differ in color

from the original product.

DUBLIN OAK
◊ Natural wood look (Barnside)

◊ Dimensionally stable and water resistant

◊ Quiet, warm under foot and antibacterial

◊ Only 7 mm mounting height

◊ Top layer 1,5/0,55 mm

◊ L 1510 x W 300 mm

◊ Carton content 6 planks = 2,718 m2

◊ Phthalate free and 100% recyclable

◊ Patented Droplock 100 connection

◊ Low emissions (certified A +)

◊ Slip resistance R9

◊ Integrated underlay mat

◊ Walk and sound reduction up to 18 db

◊ Utilization class 33

Note before laying:

- Amount needed + 10% of the area

- Clean underlay, hard, flat, stable and strong

- Uneven surface = max 3 mm per 1,2 m

- Acclimatize the planks horizontally in the room
 for at least 48h!

- Important: room temperature = soil temperature 
 = use temperature 13 ° C to 32 ° C

Points to note about the configuration:

- On linoleum, wood-based flooring: 0,2 mm PE
 Films building for decoupling mandatory!

- The planks must be properly clicked in!

- Provide expansion joints to walls and fixed
 objects of minimum 6 mm

- Maximum field size 10 x 10 m

- Do NOT use an additional underlay mat

XX-LARGE
Vinyl-Designboden

 Decor No. Facido No. Description EAN Pack/Pallet

 I7415-8 106202602 SLY XX-Large, Dublin Oak, 7 mm 7640165921876 36



The pictures may differ in color

from the original product.

COTTON OAK
◊ Natural wood look (Barnside)

◊ Dimensionally stable and water resistant

◊ Quiet, warm under foot and antibacterial

◊ Only 7 mm mounting height

◊ Top layer 1,5/0,55 mm

◊ L 1510 x W 300 mm

◊ Carton content 6 planks = 2,718 m2

◊ Phthalate free and 100% recyclable

◊ Patented Droplock 100 connection

◊ Low emissions (certified A +)

◊ Slip resistance R9

◊ Integrated underlay mat

◊ Walk and sound reduction up to 18 db

◊ Utilization class 33

Note before laying:

- Amount needed + 10% of the area

- Clean underlay, hard, flat, stable and strong

- Uneven surface = max 3 mm per 1,2 m

- Acclimatize the planks horizontally in the room
 for at least 48h!

- Important: room temperature = soil temperature 
 = use temperature 13 ° C to 32 ° C

Points to note about the configuration:

- On linoleum, wood-based flooring: 0,2 mm PE
 Films building for decoupling mandatory!

- The planks must be properly clicked in!

- Provide expansion joints to walls and fixed
 objects of minimum 6 mm

- Maximum field size 10 x 10 m

- Do NOT use an additional underlay mat

XX-LARGE
Vinyl-Designboden

 Decor No. Facido No. Description EAN Pack/Pallet

 I7415-11 106202604 SLY XX-Large, Cotton Oak, 7 mm 7640165921845 36



The pictures may differ in color

from the original product.

CANSIGTON OAK
◊ Natural wood look (Barnside)

◊ Dimensionally stable and water resistant

◊ Quiet, warm under foot and antibacterial

◊ Only 7 mm mounting height

◊ Top layer 1,5/0,55 mm

◊ L 1510 x W 300 mm

◊ Carton content 6 planks = 2,718 m2

◊ Phthalate free and 100% recyclable

◊ Patented Droplock 100 connection

◊ Low emissions (certified A +)

◊ Slip resistance R9

◊ Integrated underlay mat

◊ Walk and sound reduction up to 18 db

◊ Utilization class 33

Note before laying:

- Amount needed + 10% of the area

- Clean underlay, hard, flat, stable and strong

- Uneven surface = max 3 mm per 1,2 m

- Acclimatize the planks horizontally in the room
 for at least 48h!

- Important: room temperature = soil temperature 
 = use temperature 13 ° C to 32 ° C

Points to note about the configuration:

- On linoleum, wood-based flooring: 0,2 mm PE
 Films building for decoupling mandatory!

- The planks must be properly clicked in!

- Provide expansion joints to walls and fixed
 objects of minimum 6 mm

- Maximum field size 10 x 10 m

- Do NOT use an additional underlay mat

XX-LARGE
Vinyl-Designboden

 Decor No. Facido No. Description EAN Pack/Pallet

 I275114 106202606 SLY XX-Large, Cansigton Oak, 7 mm 7640165922118 36



The pictures may differ in color

from the original product.

NOTTING HILL OAK
◊ Natural wood look (Barnside)

◊ Dimensionally stable and water resistant

◊ Quiet, warm under foot and antibacterial

◊ Only 7 mm mounting height

◊ Top layer 1,5/0,55 mm

◊ L 1510 x W 300 mm

◊ Carton content 6 planks = 2,718 m2

◊ Phthalate free and 100% recyclable

◊ Patented Droplock 100 connection

◊ Low emissions (certified A +)

◊ Slip resistance R9

◊ Integrated underlay mat

◊ Walk and sound reduction up to 18 db

◊ Utilization class 33

Note before laying:

- Amount needed + 10% of the area

- Clean underlay, hard, flat, stable and strong

- Uneven surface = max 3 mm per 1,2 m

- Acclimatize the planks horizontally in the room
 for at least 48h!

- Important: room temperature = soil temperature 
 = use temperature 13 ° C to 32 ° C

Points to note about the configuration:

- On linoleum, wood-based flooring: 0,2 mm PE
 Films building for decoupling mandatory!

- The planks must be properly clicked in!

- Provide expansion joints to walls and fixed
 objects of minimum 6 mm

- Maximum field size 10 x 10 m

- Do NOT use an additional underlay mat

XX-LARGE
Vinyl-Designboden

 Decor No. Facido No. Description EAN Pack/Pallet

 I275117 106202608 SLY XX-Large, Notting Hill Oak, 7 mm 7640165922125 36



The pictures may differ in color

from the original product.

CAMBRIDGE OAK
◊ Natural wood look (IRE)

◊ Dimensionally stable and water resistant

◊ Quiet, warm under foot and antibacterial

◊ Only 7,5 mm mounting height

◊ Top layer 2,0/0,55 mm

◊ L 1210 x W 108 / 142 / 250 mm

◊ Carton content 3 x 3 planks = 1,815 m2

◊ Phthalate free and 100% recyclable

◊ Patented Droplock 100 connection

◊ Low emissions (certified A +)

◊ Slip resistance R10

◊ Integrated underlay mat

◊ Walk and sound reduction up to 18 db

◊ Utilization class 33

Note before laying:

- Amount needed + 10% of the area

- Clean underlay, hard, flat, stable and strong

- Uneven surface = max 3 mm per 1,2 m

- Acclimatize the planks horizontally in the room
 for at least 48h!

- Important: room temperature = soil temperature 
 = use temperature 13 ° C to 32 ° C

Points to note about the configuration:

- On linoleum, wood-based flooring: 0,2 mm PE
 Films building for decoupling mandatory!

- The planks must be properly clicked in!

- Provide expansion joints to walls and fixed
 objects of minimum 6 mm

- Maximum field size 10 x 10 m

- Do NOT use an additional underlay mat

1:2:3
Vinyl-Designboden

 Decor No. Facido No. Description EAN Pack/Pallet

 I953113 106202802 SLY 1:2:3, Cambridge Oak, 7,5 mm 7640165921920 48



The pictures may differ in color

from the original product.

OXFORD OAK
◊ Natural wood look (IRE)

◊ Dimensionally stable and water resistant

◊ Quiet, warm under foot and antibacterial

◊ Only 7,5 mm mounting height

◊ Top layer 2,0/0,55 mm

◊ L 1210 x W 108 / 142 / 250 mm

◊ Carton content 3 x 3 planks = 1,815 m2

◊ Phthalate free and 100% recyclable

◊ Patented Droplock 100 connection

◊ Low emissions (certified A +)

◊ Slip resistance R10

◊ Integrated underlay mat

◊ Walk and sound reduction up to 18 db

◊ Utilization class 33

Note before laying:

- Amount needed + 10% of the area

- Clean underlay, hard, flat, stable and strong

- Uneven surface = max 3 mm per 1,2 m

- Acclimatize the planks horizontally in the room
 for at least 48h!

- Important: room temperature = soil temperature 
 = use temperature 13 ° C to 32 ° C

Points to note about the configuration:

- On linoleum, wood-based flooring: 0,2 mm PE
 Films building for decoupling mandatory!

- The planks must be properly clicked in!

- Provide expansion joints to walls and fixed
 objects of minimum 6 mm

- Maximum field size 10 x 10 m

- Do NOT use an additional underlay mat

1:2:3
Vinyl-Designboden

 Decor No. Facido No. Description EAN Pack/Pallet

 I95317 106202804 SLY 1:2:3, Oxford Oak, 7,5 mm 7640165921944 48



The pictures may differ in color

from the original product.

HARVARD OAK
◊ Natural wood look (Natural Timber)

◊ Dimensionally stable and water resistant

◊ Quiet, warm under foot and antibacterial

◊ Only 7,5 mm mounting height

◊ Top layer 2,0/0,55 mm

◊ L 1210 x W 108 / 142 / 250 mm

◊ Carton content 3 x 3 planks = 1,815 m2

◊ Phthalate free and 100% recyclable

◊ Patented Droplock 100 connection

◊ Low emissions (certified A +)

◊ Slip resistance R10

◊ Integrated underlay mat

◊ Walk and sound reduction up to 18 db

◊ Utilization class 33

Note before laying:

- Amount needed + 10% of the area

- Clean underlay, hard, flat, stable and strong

- Uneven surface = max 3 mm per 1,2 m

- Acclimatize the planks horizontally in the room
 for at least 48h!

- Important: room temperature = soil temperature 
 = use temperature 13 ° C to 32 ° C

Points to note about the configuration:

- On linoleum, wood-based flooring: 0,2 mm PE
 Films building for decoupling mandatory!

- The planks must be properly clicked in!

- Provide expansion joints to walls and fixed
 objects of minimum 6 mm

- Maximum field size 10 x 10 m

- Do NOT use an additional underlay mat

1:2:3
Vinyl-Designboden

 Decor No. Facido No. Description EAN Pack/Pallet

 I128213 106202806 SLY 1:2:3, Harvard Oak, 7,5 mm 7640165921951 48



The pictures may differ in color

from the original product.

YALE OAK
◊ Natural wood look (Natural Timber)

◊ Dimensionally stable and water resistant

◊ Quiet, warm under foot and antibacterial

◊ Only 7,5 mm mounting height

◊ Top layer 2,0/0,55 mm

◊ L 1210 x W 108 / 142 / 250 mm

◊ Carton content 3 x 3 planks = 1,815 m2

◊ Phthalate free and 100% recyclable

◊ Patented Droplock 100 connection

◊ Low emissions (certified A +)

◊ Slip resistance R10

◊ Integrated underlay mat

◊ Walk and sound reduction up to 18 db

◊ Utilization class 33

Note before laying:

- Amount needed + 10% of the area

- Clean underlay, hard, flat, stable and strong

- Uneven surface = max 3 mm per 1,2 m

- Acclimatize the planks horizontally in the room
 for at least 48h!

- Important: room temperature = soil temperature 
 = use temperature 13 ° C to 32 ° C

Points to note about the configuration:

- On linoleum, wood-based flooring: 0,2 mm PE
 Films building for decoupling mandatory!

- The planks must be properly clicked in!

- Provide expansion joints to walls and fixed
 objects of minimum 6 mm

- Maximum field size 10 x 10 m

- Do NOT use an additional underlay mat

1:2:3
Vinyl-Designboden

 Decor No. Facido No. Description EAN Pack/Pallet

 I128211 106202808 SLY 1:2:3, Yale Oak, 7,5 mm 7640165921937 48



The pictures may differ in color from the original product.

UMBRIA
◊ Natural stone look (Satin)

◊ Dimensionally stable and water resistant

◊ Quiet, warm under foot and antibacterial

◊ Only 8 mm mounting height

◊ Top layer 2,0/0,55 mm

◊ L 600 x W 600 mm

◊ Carton content 6 tiles = 2,16 m2

◊ Phthalate free and 100% recyclable

◊ Patented Droplock 400 connection

◊ Low emissions (certified A +)

◊ Slip resistance R10

◊ Integrated underlay mat

◊ Walk and sound reduction up to 18 db

◊ Utilization class 33

Note before laying:

- Amount needed + 10% of the area

- Clean underlay, hard, flat, stable and strong

- Uneven surface = max 3 mm per 1,2 m

- Acclimatize the planks horizontally in the room
 for at least 48h!

- Important: room temperature = soil temperature 
 = use temperature 13 ° C to 32 ° C

Points to note about the configuration:

- On linoleum, wood-based flooring: 0,2 mm PE
 Films building for decoupling mandatory!

- The planks must be properly clicked in!

- Provide expansion joints to walls and fixed
 objects of minimum 6 mm

- Maximum field size 10 x 10 m

- Do NOT use an additional underlay mat

 Decor No. Facido No. Description EAN Pack/Pallet

 I0123817 106202911 SLY Square, Umbria, 8 mm 7640165926482 34

SQUARE
Vinyl-Designboden



The pictures may differ in color from the original product.

SARDEGNA
◊ Natural stone look (Satin)

◊ Dimensionally stable and water resistant

◊ Quiet, warm under foot and antibacterial

◊ Only 8 mm mounting height

◊ Top layer 2,0/0,55 mm

◊ L 600 x W 600 mm

◊ Carton content 6 tiles = 2,16 m2

◊ Phthalate free and 100% recyclable

◊ Patented Droplock 400 connection

◊ Low emissions (certified A +)

◊ Slip resistance R10

◊ Integrated underlay mat

◊ Walk and sound reduction up to 18 db

◊ Utilization class 33

Note before laying:

- Amount needed + 10% of the area

- Clean underlay, hard, flat, stable and strong

- Uneven surface = max 3 mm per 1,2 m

- Acclimatize the planks horizontally in the room
 for at least 48h!

- Important: room temperature = soil temperature 
 = use temperature 13 ° C to 32 ° C

Points to note about the configuration:

- On linoleum, wood-based flooring: 0,2 mm PE
 Films building for decoupling mandatory!

- The planks must be properly clicked in!

- Provide expansion joints to walls and fixed
 objects of minimum 6 mm

- Maximum field size 10 x 10 m

- Do NOT use an additional underlay mat

SQUARE
Vinyl-Designboden

 Decor No. Facido No. Description EAN Pack/Pallet

 I0123819 106202913 SLY Square, Sardegna, 8 mm 7640165926499 34



The pictures may differ in color from the original product.

LOMBARDIA
◊ Natural stone look (Satin)

◊ Dimensionally stable and water resistant

◊ Quiet, warm under foot and antibacterial

◊ Only 8 mm mounting height

◊ Top layer 2,0/0,55 mm

◊ L 600 x W 600 mm

◊ Carton content 6 tiles = 2,16 m2

◊ Phthalate free and 100% recyclable

◊ Patented Droplock 400 connection

◊ Low emissions (certified A +)

◊ Slip resistance R10

◊ Integrated underlay mat

◊ Walk and sound reduction up to 18 db

◊ Utilization class 33

Note before laying:

- Amount needed + 10% of the area

- Clean underlay, hard, flat, stable and strong

- Uneven surface = max 3 mm per 1,2 m

- Acclimatize the planks horizontally in the room
 for at least 48h!

- Important: room temperature = soil temperature 
 = use temperature 13 ° C to 32 ° C

Points to note about the configuration:

- On linoleum, wood-based flooring: 0,2 mm PE
 Films building for decoupling mandatory!

- The planks must be properly clicked in!

- Provide expansion joints to walls and fixed
 objects of minimum 6 mm

- Maximum field size 10 x 10 m

- Do NOT use an additional underlay mat

SQUARE
Vinyl-Designboden

 Decor No. Facido No. Description EAN Pack/Pallet

 I0123820 106202915 SLY Square, Lombardia, 8 mm 7640165926505 34



The pictures may differ in color from the original product.

CALABRIA
◊ Natural stone look (Satin)

◊ Dimensionally stable and water resistant

◊ Quiet, warm under foot and antibacterial

◊ Only 8 mm mounting height

◊ Top layer 2,0/0,55 mm

◊ L 600 x W 600 mm

◊ Carton content 6 tiles = 2,16 m2

◊ Phthalate free and 100% recyclable

◊ Patented Droplock 400 connection

◊ Low emissions (certified A +)

◊ Slip resistance R10

◊ Integrated underlay mat

◊ Walk and sound reduction up to 18 db

◊ Utilization class 33

Note before laying:

- Amount needed + 10% of the area

- Clean underlay, hard, flat, stable and strong

- Uneven surface = max 3 mm per 1,2 m

- Acclimatize the planks horizontally in the room
 for at least 48h!

- Important: room temperature = soil temperature 
 = use temperature 13 ° C to 32 ° C

Points to note about the configuration:

- On linoleum, wood-based flooring: 0,2 mm PE
 Films building for decoupling mandatory!

- The planks must be properly clicked in!

- Provide expansion joints to walls and fixed
 objects of minimum 6 mm

- Maximum field size 10 x 10 m

- Do NOT use an additional underlay mat

SQUARE
Vinyl-Designboden

 Decor No. Facido No. Description EAN Pack/Pallet

 I0123816 106202917 SLY Square, Calabria, 8 mm 7640165926512 34



The pictures may differ in color from the original product.

ABRUZZO
◊ Natural stone look (Satin)

◊ Dimensionally stable and water resistant

◊ Quiet, warm under foot and antibacterial

◊ Only 8 mm mounting height

◊ Top layer 2,0/0,55 mm

◊ L 600 x W 600 mm

◊ Carton content 6 tiles = 2,16 m2

◊ Phthalate free and 100% recyclable

◊ Patented Droplock 400 connection

◊ Low emissions (certified A +)

◊ Slip resistance R10

◊ Integrated underlay mat

◊ Walk and sound reduction up to 18 db

◊ Utilization class 33

Note before laying:

- Amount needed + 10% of the area

- Clean underlay, hard, flat, stable and strong

- Uneven surface = max 3 mm per 1,2 m

- Acclimatize the planks horizontally in the room
 for at least 48h!

- Important: room temperature = soil temperature 
 = use temperature 13 ° C to 32 ° C

Points to note about the configuration:

- On linoleum, wood-based flooring: 0,2 mm PE
 Films building for decoupling mandatory!

- The planks must be properly clicked in!

- Provide expansion joints to walls and fixed
 objects of minimum 6 mm

- Maximum field size 10 x 10 m

- Do NOT use an additional underlay mat

SQUARE
Vinyl-Designboden

 Decor No. Facido No. Description EAN Pack/Pallet

 I0123814 106202919 SLY Square, Abruzzo, 8 mm 7640165926529 34



The pictures may differ in color

from the original product.

LORRAINE
◊ Natural wood look (Natural Timber)

◊ Dimensionally stable and water resistant

◊ Quiet, warm under foot and antibacterial

◊ Only 8 mm mounting height

◊ Top layer 2,0/0,55 mm

◊ L 720 x W 120 mm

◊ Carton content 24 tiles = 2,074 m2

◊ Phthalate free and 100% recyclable

◊ Patented Droplock 400 connection

◊ Low emissions (certified A +)

◊ Slip resistance R10

◊ Integrated underlay mat

◊ Walk and sound reduction up to 18 db

◊ Utilization class 33

Note before laying:

- Amount needed + 10% of the area

- Clean underlay, hard, flat, stable and strong

- Uneven surface = max 3 mm per 1,2 m

- Acclimatize the planks horizontally in the room
 for at least 48h!

- Important: room temperature = soil temperature 
 = use temperature 13 ° C to 32 ° C

Points to note about the configuration:

- On linoleum, wood-based flooring: 0,2 mm PE
 Films building for decoupling mandatory!

- The planks must be properly clicked in!

- Provide expansion joints to walls and fixed
 objects of minimum 6 mm

- Maximum field size 10 x 10 m

- Do NOT use an additional underlay mat

HERRINGBONE
Vinyl-Designboden

 Decor No. Facido No. Description EAN Pack/Pallet

 IHB953112 106202961 SLY Herringbone, Lorraine, 8 mm 7640165926536 36



The pictures may differ in color

from the original product.

BRETAGNE
◊ Natural wood look (Natural Timber)

◊ Dimensionally stable and water resistant

◊ Quiet, warm under foot and antibacterial

◊ Only 8 mm mounting height

◊ Top layer 2,0/0,55 mm

◊ L 720 x W 120 mm

◊ Carton content 24 tiles = 2,074 m2

◊ Phthalate free and 100% recyclable

◊ Patented Droplock 400 connection

◊ Low emissions (certified A +)

◊ Slip resistance R10

◊ Integrated underlay mat

◊ Walk and sound reduction up to 18 db

◊ Utilization class 33

Note before laying:

- Amount needed + 10% of the area

- Clean underlay, hard, flat, stable and strong

- Uneven surface = max 3 mm per 1,2 m

- Acclimatize the planks horizontally in the room
 for at least 48h!

- Important: room temperature = soil temperature 
 = use temperature 13 ° C to 32 ° C

Points to note about the configuration:

- On linoleum, wood-based flooring: 0,2 mm PE
 Films building for decoupling mandatory!

- The planks must be properly clicked in!

- Provide expansion joints to walls and fixed
 objects of minimum 6 mm

- Maximum field size 10 x 10 m

- Do NOT use an additional underlay mat

HERRINGBONE
Vinyl-Designboden

 Decor No. Facido No. Description EAN Pack/Pallet

 IHB011117 106202963 SLY Herringbone, Bretagne, 8 mm 7640165926543 36



The pictures may differ in color

from the original product.

CORSE
◊ Natural wood look (Sawcut)

◊ Dimensionally stable and water resistant

◊ Quiet, warm under foot and antibacterial

◊ Only 8 mm mounting height

◊ Top layer 2,0/0,55 mm

◊ L 720 x W 120 mm

◊ Carton content 24 tiles = 2,074 m2

◊ Phthalate free and 100% recyclable

◊ Patented Droplock 400 connection

◊ Low emissions (certified A +)

◊ Slip resistance R10

◊ Integrated underlay mat

◊ Walk and sound reduction up to 18 db

◊ Utilization class 33

Note before laying:

- Amount needed + 10% of the area

- Clean underlay, hard, flat, stable and strong

- Uneven surface = max 3 mm per 1,2 m

- Acclimatize the planks horizontally in the room
 for at least 48h!

- Important: room temperature = soil temperature 
 = use temperature 13 ° C to 32 ° C

Points to note about the configuration:

- On linoleum, wood-based flooring: 0,2 mm PE
 Films building for decoupling mandatory!

- The planks must be properly clicked in!

- Provide expansion joints to walls and fixed
 objects of minimum 6 mm

- Maximum field size 10 x 10 m

- Do NOT use an additional underlay mat

HERRINGBONE
Vinyl-Designboden

 Decor No. Facido No. Description EAN Pack/Pallet

 IHB1128519 106202965 SLY Herringbone, Corse, 8 mm 7640165926550 36



The pictures may differ in color

from the original product.

NORMANDIE
◊ Natural wood look (Barnside)

◊ Dimensionally stable and water resistant

◊ Quiet, warm under foot and antibacterial

◊ Only 8 mm mounting height

◊ Top layer 2,0/0,55 mm

◊ L 720 x W 120 mm

◊ Carton content 24 tiles = 2,074 m2

◊ Phthalate free and 100% recyclable

◊ Patented Droplock 400 connection

◊ Low emissions (certified A +)

◊ Slip resistance R9

◊ Integrated underlay mat

◊ Walk and sound reduction up to 18 db

◊ Utilization class 33

Note before laying:

- Amount needed + 10% of the area

- Clean underlay, hard, flat, stable and strong

- Uneven surface = max 3 mm per 1,2 m

- Acclimatize the planks horizontally in the room
 for at least 48h!

- Important: room temperature = soil temperature 
 = use temperature 13 ° C to 32 ° C

Points to note about the configuration:

- On linoleum, wood-based flooring: 0,2 mm PE
 Films building for decoupling mandatory!

- The planks must be properly clicked in!

- Provide expansion joints to walls and fixed
 objects of minimum 6 mm

- Maximum field size 10 x 10 m

- Do NOT use an additional underlay mat

HERRINGBONE
Vinyl-Designboden

 Decor No. Facido No. Description EAN Pack/Pallet

 IHB1275117 106202967 SLY Herringbone, Normandie, 8 mm 7640165926567 36



The pictures may differ in color

from the original product.

ALSACE
◊ Natural wood look (Natural Timber)

◊ Dimensionally stable and water resistant

◊ Quiet, warm under foot and antibacterial

◊ Only 8 mm mounting height

◊ Top layer 2,0/0,55 mm

◊ L 720 x W 120 mm

◊ Carton content 24 tiles = 2,074 m2

◊ Phthalate free and 100% recyclable

◊ Patented Droplock 400 connection

◊ Low emissions (certified A +)

◊ Slip resistance R10

◊ Integrated underlay mat

◊ Walk and sound reduction up to 18 db

◊ Utilization class 33

Note before laying:

- Amount needed + 10% of the area

- Clean underlay, hard, flat, stable and strong

- Uneven surface = max 3 mm per 1,2 m

- Acclimatize the planks horizontally in the room
 for at least 48h!

- Important: room temperature = soil temperature 
 = use temperature 13 ° C to 32 ° C

Points to note about the configuration:

- On linoleum, wood-based flooring: 0,2 mm PE
 Films building for decoupling mandatory!

- The planks must be properly clicked in!

- Provide expansion joints to walls and fixed
 objects of minimum 6 mm

- Maximum field size 10 x 10 m

- Do NOT use an additional underlay mat

HERRINGBONE
Vinyl-Designboden

 Decor No. Facido No. Description EAN Pack/Pallet

 IHB129415 106202969 SLY Herringbone, Alsace, 8 mm 7640165926574 36


